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Freedom Meets License

DEBRA J. SAUNDERS 
 

Sunday, February 27, 2000 

 

A 

THREE-professor committee at UC Santa Barbara 
approved Christopher Brown's master's thesis last year. 
But when Brown submitted his thesis, which explored 
inorganic chemical factors affecting the growth of 
abalone shells, to the campus library, he added a two-
page acknowledgment section -- 
``disacknowledgements'' he called it -- filled with 
words you don't see in a family newspaper as well as 
abusive descriptions of university staff. The thesis 
committee withdrew approval. 

Brown cleaned up his ``disacknowledgements.'' He 
omitted the obscenities and replaced them with less 
vulgar pejoratives. Brown didn't clean up his grammar. 
He mixed plural subjects with singular verbs. He used 
lots of $20 words, but clearly didn't know what many 
of them meant or how to use them. (``Incomprehensible 
fines, unwillingness to help and general poor attitude 
has made most library visits an ogre,'' one sentence 
read.) The thesis folks rejected the document. 

Enter Harvey Silverglate, First Amendment don 
extraordinaire and co-director for the Boston-based 
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Foundation for Individual Rights in Education. 
Silverglate has been arguing with the university on 
Brown's behalf. He believes that a private university 
would have a right to turn down the thesis with its 
``disacknowledgements,'' but as a state university, UC 
cannot reject a thesis because it says something the 
professors don't like -- especially after it had approved 
the thesis before the section was added. 

As Brown also contended, faculty routinely accept 
theses with acknowledgments that fawn over staff. 
Brown also has found acknowledgments that have 
criticized staff, but escaped the scrutiny he received. 
Other students have written about highly unacademic 
subjects -- beer, their favorite sports -- without being 
told they did not meet university standards. 

Said Silverglate, Brown ``has shown some willingness 
to compromise for the benefit of their sensibilities. He 
has eliminated the most vulgar obscenities. What he 
hasn't compromised is his strongly held view that most 
of these people are careerists and they're not very 
helpful to students.'' 

Or as Brown put it, ``You fascists are the largest 
argument against higher education there has ever been.'' 

(I came to understand Brown's ``not very helpful'' part 
when I reached a professor who wouldn't talk on the 
subject, then a professor who told me he couldn't 
explain his position in less than 30 minutes to an hour -- 
which he couldn't spare -- and then a chancellor's office 
that at first insisted I submit my questions in writing.) 
Brown cries academic freedom, the university replies: 
academic standards. University counsel David M. 
Birnbaum argued that the professors ``have a 
responsibility as teachers to pass upon works that have 
been submitted by students and determine whether or 
not they're publishable. Part of their job is to teach 
students how to write a publishable paper.'' 

Birnbaum added that when a university accepts a 
thesis, it in essence serves as its publisher as it puts it 
on microfiche. Thing is, it's not as if the school has 
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held rigorous publishers' standards for all other 
students. If the university wants to a hold students to a 
standard, it has to apply equally. Silverglate's First 
Amendment case likely would prevail in court. 

The worst of it is, Brown's nasty screed would be 
gathering dust -- and no notice -- if the faculty had 
simply ignored his puerile prank and let him win his 
little point. Instead, they've given him the wherewithal 
to style himself as a First Amendment martyr. 

Charles Akemann, a math professor who chairs the 
Academic Senate's Academic Freedom Committee, has 
the best take on this. ``My recommendation to Chris is 
that he try to settle it by compromise.'' I'll second that, 
and add that after compromising, he should apologize 
for his crude rant and spend some time reading Miss 
Manners and Strunk & White. 

Having the right to do something doesn't make it right. 

Akemann also believes UC should ``try to find a way 
to improve matters. It costs money. It costs time. 
What's the good of battling with Chris about something 
that's not of importance, really?'' 

Amen. Let Brown abuse his First Amendment right. It's 
legal. Then when he is done railing about UC's heavy-
handedness, may he look to his own soul. 

You can e-mail Debra J. Saunders at 
saunders@sfgate.com. 
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